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Turn your workshop into one of the happiest places on the planet! With the guidance of Richard
Raffan, the dean of woodturning, and the projects in Turning Toys, you can outdo Santa’s elves.
Create custom toys right in your own workshop and see the little ones' eyes light up with joy!
Have a ball honing your turning techniques. Repetition is the key to mastering any craft, and
these projects are in part skill-builders so you'll continue to refine your skills as you repeat them.
You’re sure to get plenty of practice because young boys and girls can never have too many peg
dolls, balls, or things on wheels. You'll find ways to salvage a situation if, as can happen, there’s
a catch or the wood splits. Little snafus become big opportunities to get creative and who knows
how that will turn out – funny or fabulous, or both!Expert guidance every step of the way. A
delight to look at, Turning Toys is filled with practical advice to help you succeed and enjoy great
satisfaction from creating beautiful toys. With over 360 photos and drawings, you’ll learn exactly
how to use all the tools required, control the cutting edge, and work comfortably at your
lathe.Beloved playthings today...handmade heirlooms tomorrow.Turning Toys will inspire you to
try your hand at a variety of wooden toys you won’t find in stores: racing cars, wands, stackers,
spinning tops, even a handsome croquet set. Get your copy and turn out toys that will delight the
children in your life.
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SAFETYWorking with wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power tools improperly or
ignoring safety practices can lead to permanent injury or even death. Don’t try to perform
operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) unless you’re certain they are safe for you. If
something about an operation doesn’t feel right, don’t do it. Look for another way. We want you to
enjoy the craft, so please keep safety foremost in your mind whenever you’re in the
shop.AcknowledgmentsBefore I tackled this book, the only toys I’d made were sets of spillikins
(pick-up sticks) and spinning tops. It’s unlikely I’d have undertaken Turning Toys of my own
volition, so I’m very grateful to Peter Chapman, who suggested the project and signed me up.My
thanks go to Jane McClintock, a niece and mother of two small boys, who provided some useful
insights into how children play and respond to a range of toys and games.For me, the creation of
Turning Toys became a stimulating 3-month challenge that involved 12- to 14-hour days of
writing, photography, a long-suffering but supportive wife, and even a bit of woodturning.
Throughout those hectic weeks, David Heim provided an enjoyable and accommodating editing
experience, making Turning Toys a better book than it might have
been.ContentsINTRODUCTION1 SAFE DESIGN2 TOOLS3 WOOD & PREPARING
BLANKS4 THINGS WE FORGET (BUT SHOULDN’T)5 TURNING CYLINDERS & DOWELS6
TURNING WHEELSPROJECTS7 WHEELY BUG8 RACING CAR9 PEGGIES10 WANDS11
STACKERS12 SPHERES13 FRUIT & VEGETABLES TO “CUT”14 CROQUET SET15
TEETHER & RATTLE16 NESTING TUBS17 GOBLET18 BILBOQUET19 SPINNING TOPS20
BALANCE TRAY21 TABLE SKITTLESFINAL TOUCHESFURTHER
READINGINDEXIntroductionThis is a book about toys and games for kids that you can turn on a
lathe. It’s nearly impossible to come up with anything new in this area, given that humans have
been making toys for kids for thousands, and possibly tens of thousands, of years. My intention
is to provide a clutch of projects that are quirky variations on traditional themes, at the same time
offering you some wonderful skill-building exercises for which a big lathe and fancy tools are not
required.Almost every project has been turned and photographed on my smallish Vicmarc 150
lathe, seen in its entirety on p. 13. The VL150 swings 11¾ in. (300mm) and accommodates 13¾
in. (350mm) between centers. To make the book comprehensible to readers everywhere,
measurements throughout the book are in both metric and imperial and for the most part are



rounded up to the nearest ⅛ in. or 5mm.The projects will teach you about chucking and
measuring and will develop your tool technique. My aim is to provide you with more than a set of
designs or plans to follow. This is an ideas and techniques book, so once you have the principle
of how to go about it, you can take an idea and make your own version. Many of the skills you
learn here can be applied to a wide variety of jobs on the lathe. I’ve included simple techniques
for mounting wood, some you might not have thought of. There are ideas for enhancing a basic
turning with carving, staining, drawing, and painting.Photos and a few drawings show you what
to do, step by step; you’ll see exactly how the tools are used, how the cutting edge should relate
to the surface you’re cutting, and the sort of shavings you can expect when everything is going
well. In the text I warn you of potential problems and offer ways to circumvent them.My aim is to
give you more than enough information to overcome the problems you’ll run into as you work
through each project. Many of them may appear similar, but each offers its own set of
challenges. If you want to learn about turning in greater depth, I refer you to the Further Reading
list on p. 183.Even if you don’t have kids in your life, a son or daughter, niece or nephew,
grandchild, or even brother or sister, there are lots of kids out there with nobody to make stuff for
them. You can make as many toys and games as you like knowing that, sadly, there are millions
of kids who would be delighted to have anything you’ve made. You can reach those kids through
charitable organizations and church groups, who always welcome anything that might enrich the
lives of the kids they help.Repetition is the key to mastering any craft, and toys tend to involve
lots of repetition in the form of wheels, beads, and spindles. You can get plenty of practice
executing simple projects for small kids, who can’t have too many peg dolls, balls, and things on
wheels. With practice, you’ll discover ways of salvaging a situation when things go wrong, as
they inevitably do. Turn disasters into design opportunities, keeping in mind that often what looks
like a disaster to an adult doesn’t faze a child at all.When I first came up with possible projects
for this book, I was thinking of the objects I could make for kids rather than how I’d make them. I
knew they would be round and that was about it. I soon realized that almost every project
involved some form of spindle turning and, consequently, the use of a skew chisel, a tool that
scares the daylights out of many a novice turner. Needlessly, I might add. The skew chisel
catches that unnerve most novice turners, those that happen when turning spindles, are rarely
dangerous; mostly they just mess up the wood. The dangerous and occasionally life-threatening
catches are those involving scrapers and gouges on platters and bowls nearing completion. It is
those catches that often result in serious injury, trips to the hospital, and stitches.If you are new
to woodturning, the best thing you can do is come to terms with skew chisels by spending time
turning some sort of spindle. This book is full of projects that are ideal for anyone in need of
skew-chisel practice—and that’s all of us. Skew-chisel practice is to a woodturner what scales
are to a musician.Finally, anything that survives being used by one generation has a good
chance of being tucked away in a box for the next. Few things are more satisfying than making
gifts for people you know, let alone love, especially when you can watch them using and
enjoying the products of your labors. My hope is that this book will help you spend many happy



and fruitful hours at your lathe, interspersed with some quiet times painting and decorating,
creating heirlooms for your succeeding generations.CHAPTER1SAFE DESIGNWe tend to
forget that toys and games have as much to do with learning and skill-building as they do with
play. Most childhood games help develop our minds, dexterity, hand–eye coordination, and life
skills. Think of games that involve counting, like hide-and-seek or sardines, or games that
develop our ability to control our limbs, like hopscotch. We develop hand skills by stacking
blocks and threading beads. Games once provided the groundwork that enabled us to survive
as hunter-gathers in a hostile environment. They still do, although the hunting and gathering is
now in a different sort of hostile environment. That’s the first clutch of stuff to bear in mind when
you design and make toys.EYE-CATCHING. Color attracts toddlers and adds an element that
older kids can use when inventing games.SAFETY TESTER. I use this homemade gauge to find
out if pieces are small enough for a toddler to swallow. Anything that goes through the 1¾-in.
(45mm) hole, no matter how it’s presented, poses a choking hazard.Next, remember that if you
want an object tested to destruction, children are up to the task. Kids are forever learning
something new about the world, their environment, and the objects it contains. Many of the
projects in this book are designed to withstand the rigors of life with a 2- or 3-year-old who
constantly seeks and discovers boundaries and wants answers to barely formulated questions:
How hard can I whack this before it breaks? Will it break if I bash it on the floor? I wonder what it
tastes like? As you design and create your own variations of these projects, remember that small
kids tend to stick things in their mouths before bashing them repeatedly against the floor to see
what happens. That is partly why toys for small kids are chunky.When you’re making stuff for
toddlers who are still learning the names of colors and developing motor skills as they sort
shapes and sizes, it’s a good idea to use color whenever possible. Then you can suggest a red,
blue, or green ball or cup when they are assembling a building toy like the nesting tubs on p.
131.Toy Safety for ToddlersWhen you design toys, it’s wonderful to end up with something that
looks great, feels good, and does what it is supposed to do. Wheels need to spin and balls must
roll with reasonable accuracy, but overriding all that is safety.AVOID CHOKING HAZARDSIt
seems that until the age of 3 we all have an innate desire to stick things in our mouths. That
makes choking an ever-present possibility. You need to ensure that components like beads and
wheels won’t fit in a small mouth if they break loose.Many countries have strict safety regulations
for toys sold in stores. You’ll find the regulations on the Internet. These standards don’t apply to
toys you make at home, but it’s well worth following them as a matter of common sense. In U.S.
stores and on the Internet, you can purchase inexpensive no-choke testing tubes. These vary
from 1¼ in. (32mm) to 1½ in. (38mm) in diameter and 2¼ in. (57mm) to 2¾ in. (70mm) deep. Any 
object that fits entirely within the tube can be considered a choking hazard. My homemade
gauge, shown on p. 5, is a 1¾-in.-wide hole in a scrap of hardwood. If a part goes through the
hole no matter how it’s presented, I regard it as too small.SHARP POINTS. Kids aged 7 to 12 are
brilliant at picking one stick off the pile without disturbing those below, but they need supervision
to prevent sticks from being broken. Those pointy ends are a hazard for toddlers.KEEP



MAGNETS IN PLACEVery strong rare-earth magnets are wonderful for holding parts together,
like the fruit in Chapter 13, but they have been cited as a major hazard in the home now that they
are commonplace in toys. If a child swallows a magnet, then a short time later swallows another
or a small steel object, these could snap together and block the intestine. If you use magnets in
toys, they must be glued in place with epoxy so they never come loose. Also, the part holding the
magnet must be too large to swallow.BLUNT SHARP POINTSOne of the responsibilities of
being an adult caring for kids is to keep some toys out of the wrong (tiny) hands. Delicate stuff
like spillikins (more prosaically called pick-up sticks) needs to be kept from toddlers who would
almost certainly break them and injure themselves with the pointy ends. Spillikins are fragile, so
young kids need to be supervised while playing that game and taught not to squeeze the sticks
together so much that they break.In general, toys can do without sharp edges and corners that
can break skin if whacked against an arm in a tantrum. Think rounded corners rather than sharp
angles. Remember, too, that rounded corners are less likely to splinter when knocked hard.BE
SMOOTHMake sure you sand all surfaces smooth and that there are no potential splinters.
Where there is a split on a corner or rim, insert a blade or chisel and pry the splinter free or fill
the gap with epoxy so the splinter never comes loose. If you run your hand against the grain,
you’ll soon discover any problem areas.Smooth does not necessarily mean ultrafine. Sanding
with 120-grit can often be more than sufficient, as it is with most balls, where heavy sanding
distorts the sphere.Size, Scale, and WeightToys need to be the right size for the hands playing
with them. If you’re going to invest a lot of time making something, it’s a good idea to do a rough
version first to see if the size is right for the recipient. Making a mock-up also gives you a better
understanding of any problems in turning or assembly.Children’s versions of games like croquet
and skittles need to be scaled down from the adult variety. Balls, for instance, need to be sized
for a particular age group, so if you’re turning balls for a family game, think of varying the size
and weight.Toddlers’ toys need to be light in weight, so if a wood feels heavy to you (as an
adult), it’s probably worth using in only small quantities. A racing car in cocobolo, ironwood, or
African blackwood might look wonderful, but might be heavier than a toddler ought to be lifting at
that age. Better are lighter hardwoods like elm, poplar, or cherry, or hard softwoods like some of
the good-quality pines.SCALE. Mock-ups like these car bodies help you decide the ideal size for
your design. You also get to practice cuts and chucking techniques.CHAPTER2TOOLSThis
chapter gives you a brief rundown of the tools you’ll need for the projects in this book. All the
tools shown in the photos are widely available from woodturning and woodworking retailers at
their stores, from their catalogs, or online.You can easily spend a small fortune on woodturning
tools and widgets. You need only three basic tools for most of these projects, but a few more can
make life easier. A mini-lathe will suffice for most of the projects.For more information and
deeper insights regarding tools and techniques, I refer you to my other books, in which I have
written in depth on most aspects of turning wood. You might also find my videos helpful. (See p.
183 for a list of titles.)Gouges, Skew Chisels, and ScrapersYou can turn wood on almost any sort
of lathe, but if you don’t have decent tools to cut the wood, you’re on a hiding to nothing—in a



hopeless situation. For these projects you can manage with the four in the photo on the facing
page. With these tools you can turn almost everything from spindles with beads and grooves to
small bowls and boxes. Each tool has a classic shape that professional toolmakers and
woodturners have refined over generations. If I could afford only one tool, though, it would be the
½-in. (13mm) spindle gouge, because with it I can turn almost anything.One good tool that holds
an edge is worth a hundred that don’t. The best tools are made of high speed steel (HSS).
These vary in type and hardness from M2 to A11, M4, ASP 2030 and 2060, and Kryo steels.
(Those designations are shorthand for the steel’s composition and the way it is hardened.) Most
of my tools are made of Kryo or M2. These metals hold an edge far longer than the old carbon-
steel tools that were the norm until the 1980s. Those old tools, which you can still find at garage
sales and flea markets, are ideal starting tools but will need sharpening often. In the 1970s,
when I was turning a lot of teak, I reckoned a carbon-steel gouge would last only about 8 months
because I had to sharpen it so often.Avoid sets of very inexpensive tools because they are rarely
worth the box that holds them. Many fail to hold an edge for more than a few seconds, even if
they claim to be HSS. Toolmakers in Sheffield, England, continue to produce some of the best
woodturning tools. The names to look for are Henry Taylor®, Robert Sorby, and Hamlet. The
products from American manufacturers Thompson Lathe Tools and D-Way Tools are also as
good as you can get.FOUR ESSENTIAL TOOLS. You can make nearly everything in this book
with these tools. From right to left: a ½-in. (13mm) spindle gouge, a parting tool, a ¾-in. (19mm)
skew chisel, and a ¾-in. (19mm) square-end scraper.You may be tempted to try scraping tools
with disposable cutters that claim to make turning easy. These can indeed remove a lot of wood
very quickly with fewer catches, but I still prefer traditional gouges and skew chisels. Carbide
scrapers can never produce as smooth a surface on spindles and other centerwork as traditional
tools do, so you’ll spend many more hours sanding than you need. In most situations, you get a
much better surface by shear-cutting with traditional tools, although that requires practice. And
that is partly what these pages aim to provide, along with guidance as to how to use the
tools.SharpeningTools made of the very best steel are of no use unless they are sharp—and you
must be able to maintain that sharpness. If it even vaguely crosses your mind that a gouge or
skew chisel could be sharper, go straight to the grindstone and touch up the edge. With some
woods, you may have to sharpen the tool every few seconds; with other woods, the same tool
may stay sharp for days.Most woodturners use an inexpensive high-speed grinder fitted with
composite abrasive wheels manufactured specifically for high-speed steel. The typical grinder
has a coarse 46-grit wheel on one side for rough grinding and shaping, and a finer 80-grit wheel
on the other side for refining the edge. I use edges straight off the finer grinding wheel, rarely
honing a gouge or skew chisel because the resulting microbevel can make the tools tricky to
use.The grinding wheel shown on the pages that follow is a CBN (cubic boron nitride) wheel that
I began using only a few months ago; I can’t see myself reverting to composite grinding wheels.
CBN wheels cut quickly but with less heat buildup than composite wheels. They are solid steel
and don’t shrink with use, so you never need to adjust jigs and rests once they are set up.



Composite wheels gradually become smaller as the abrasive wears away. Being solid steel,
CBN wheels shouldn’t fly apart and so can remain unshielded. Composite wheels should always
be used with a shield because they can disintegrate. As always with any spinning object, you
must guard against your clothing, your hair, your tie, or anything else snagging in the
wheel.BASIC FIRST STEPSTo prepare a tool for grinding, remove any burr by honing the top of
a scraper or the flute of a gouge. A small roll of 180-grit abrasive, preferably cloth-backed, is
ideal for honing a gouge because with pressure it will flex to fit the entire flute.When grinding as
when turning, the key is not to push the tool against the wheel but to let it rest on the wheel.
Think of this as letting the wheel come to the tool, not pushing the tool into the wheel. The
grinding will raise a small burr, but it vanishes once the tool starts cutting.SCRAPERS AND
SKEWSScrapers and skew chisels are easy to sharpen freehand if you have an adjustable
platform rest like the one shown below. Set the rest at the angle you need and keep the tool flat
on the rest as you grind. When sparks come over the edge of the tool, it should be sharp and
have a single bevel like the skew chisel in the photo on p. 9 and the middle gouge in the photo at
right. That said, when you’re sharpening on CBN and other wheels designed specifically for high-
speed steel, there won’t be many sparks. Instead, watch the bright edge, seen on the right half
of the edge in the photo below. When that darkens, as on the left side, the edge should be
sharp.STABLE PLATFORM. A large stable tool rest is essential for supporting skew chisels and
scrapers when you sharpen them freehand with a grinder.PROPER AND IMPROPER GRINDS.
The gouge in the middle has a single bevel—a sign that it has been sharpened correctly. The
faceted bevel on the bottom gouge is all right, too. But the steep secondary bevel on the top tool
—it shows as a narrow white line at the cutting edge—will make it hard to use.Skew chisels are
also held flat on the rest, as shown in the top left photo on the facing page. I like my skew edges
to have a slight radius for peeling cuts (see the bottom photo on p. 36). To produce that edge, I
swing the handle sideways a few degrees. Anything but straight will do. Notice, too, that the
rounded side of the tool blade is flattened between the two bevels. This has two benefits. First,
you create a much sharper corner or long point. Second, you’ll be able to use the bevel side to
achieve an exceptionally clean cut on endgrain.GOUGESSharpening gouges freehand is fast,
but it’s an art that needs a bit of practice. The tool must be able to pivot on a narrow rest, so tilt
the platform rest so it is nearly vertical. Move the heel of the gouge to touch the grinding wheel,
then raise the tool handle to ease the remainder of the bevel against the wheel. When the sparks
come over the edge or the edge changes color very slightly, begin to grind the wing by easing
the gouge up the wheel as you roll it onto its side (see the photos at right). To avoid flat spots on
the edge, you need to keep the gouge moving. Having done one wing, reverse the action
keeping the edge on the wheel and do the other side.SHARPENING A SKEW. When the side of
a skew chisel is rounded, flatten the end between the two bevels. The bright triangle between
the bevels was created on the side of the grinding wheel.With practice, you can touch up the
edge of a gouge in about 5 seconds. Don’t worry if you fail to get a single bevel like the one
shown in the center of the top photo on the facing page; the ⅛-in.-wide (3mm) bevel from the



edge on the lower gouge is fine. It doesn’t look pretty, but it works. What makes the top gouge
difficult to use is the steep and very small bevel along the cutting edge.A grinding jig like the one
shown on p. 12 makes sharpening gouges a lot easier and helps you reproduce an edge
accurately time after time. A good edge isn’t guaranteed even with a jig, though. You can still
mess it up if you don’t keep the tool moving and rolling as you move it across the
wheel.SHARPENING A GOUGE. Begin by raising the tool handle to pivot the bevel onto the
grinding wheel (top). Then grind the wings by pushing the tool up the wheel as you roll it first to
one side, then the other (above).GRINDING JIG. Although not foolproof, a jig like this makes it
easy to sharpen gouges with a consistent bevel time after time.Setting Up the LatheI usually
work on my Vicmarc VL300, a full-size lathe that has a swing-sway tailstock support. It’s the lathe
you’ll see for the larger pieces in this book. Otherwise, you’ll see the Vicmarc VL150, a mini-
lathe on steroids with a 11¾-in (300mm) swing and 13¾ in. (350mm) between centers.When
you’re working at the lathe, personal comfort is paramount. You don’t want to have to bend over
to see what you’re doing, nor do you want hunched shoulders because the lathe is too high
when you reach over the tool rest. Set up the lathe so its center height is at about your elbow
height (see the bottom photo on p. 26). You can make fine adjustments by standing on a mat or
platform. If your shop has a concrete floor, a thick rubber mat relieves the hardness of the
concrete.TAMING VIBRATION AND DUSTVibration is the enemy of turning, and a slightly out-of-
balance block of wood spinning at too high a speed can cause even a heavy lathe to jump
around—literally. A vibrating lathe makes fine tool control impossible and turning dangerous.
Consequently, lathes cannot be too heavy or anchored firmly enough. (My large Vicmarc, which
weighs close to 700 lb., or 300kg, rarely needs to be bolted down, but it is.) My smaller lathe
weighs about 136 lb. (62kg) and is my traveling lathe. It’s not bolted to the floor, but rests on a
stout base weighted with wood waiting to be turned. Pig-iron ingots or concrete blocks would be
better still.Dust extraction is a major expense, but worth it for the health of your lungs and to
maintain a dust-free workspace. The headstock of my larger lathe is surrounded by dust-
extraction intakes that collect all the fine dust and remove it from the workshop. The shelf
between the lathe bed and the wall also helps corral dust. Heavier shavings fill the dust-extractor
bags too quickly, so I shovel them directly into bags at the end of each day.THE TOOL
RESTMost tool rests are made of steel that’s soft enough to dent easily. Nicks and dents on a
rest will catch a tool, so file the top regularly to smooth the surface. If your lathe has a flat-topped
rest, it’s worth grinding the back to an angle so the tool pivots on a thinner top. Better still, weld
on a hardened steel bar that’s less easily damaged. The most user-friendly rests are shaped
with space for your hand beneath the tool, like the Robust rests I use. These are topped with a
hardened rod and never need filing.AN ALL-PURPOSE MACHINE. A full-size lathe like my
Vicmarc VL300 works for small items like toys and has the weight and capacity for much larger
projects.MINI-LATHE. A smaller lathe like my Vicmarc VL150 is more affordable, with a capacity
that more than gratifies the needs of most turners.ChucksI began to turn wood in 1970, 15 years
before any of the modern self-centering four-jaw woodturning chucks were developed. Back



then, turners used either knuckle-busting three-jaw engineer’s chucks or cup chucks for which
most blanks had to be turned to fit. We were very good at turning wooden chucks as needed,
like the one on p. 93. If you’re on a tight budget, you can still work that way and develop all
manner of skills chuck owners don’t have. However, modern mechanical chucks make holding
wood a lot easier than it used to be.Self-centering four-jaw chucks are now regarded as
essential lathe accessories. You can manage with just one with a single set of standard jaws.
You can buy additional jaw sets in different sizes as needed. Buying additional chuck bodies
also makes sense, because it’s tedious to change chuck jaws.I used to think you couldn’t have
too many chucks. I know several hobbyist turners with more than 20, but I’ve leveled off at about
14. For most of the projects in this book you can use the 4 shown in the photo below.What I want
more than anything else on a chuck are dovetail jaws without a chamfered rim. That design
enables you to grip a small tenon without damaging the wood. If a dovetail jaw has chamfered
rims, like those shown on the facing page, you need a longer tenon for the jaws to get a grip.
Even then, the jaws always damage the wood, so you can never take anything finished from the
chuck. (Having said that, chuck marks will enhance some wheels.)Smooth chuck jaws with a
depth equal to their diameter are handy when turning spheres as well as for re-chucking all
manner of other jobs.ESSENTIAL CHUCKS. In the foreground is a Jacobs chuck, used in the
tailstock when drilling holes, or in the headstock for holding small spindles. At right is a
dedicated screw chuck to use for faceplate turning. Next to the screw chuck is a small self-
centering chuck with Shark jaws; they are especially good for holding blanks for sets of wheels
and the like. In the background at left is a self-centering chuck with pin jaws, which hold small
spindle blanks, drills, sanding disks, and such.CHAMFERED CHUCK JAWS. The chamfered
inner lip of these jaws prevents you from gripping very short tenons, and the serrations always
damage the wood being gripped. Smooth jaws with unbroken rims are preferable.Other
ToolsABRASIVES AND SANDERSYou will need abrasives to smooth your surfaces. If you
choose your wood carefully and get a good finish off the tools, you might need only 180-grit and
finer. Occasionally I start with 120-grit, but mostly I begin with 180-grit, working up to 400-grit.
For these projects, however, I regard 240-grit as close to overkill, because most of these toys will
suffer intense wear and tear.The belt/disk sander, shown in the photo above right, is a tool I use
daily for all manner of small jobs. It makes short work of rounding corners, sanding edges and
sawn surfaces, and shaping and smoothing parts that are not turned.A basic substitute is a
sanding table that fits into the lathe bed, like the one shown in the photo at right. It has a hook-
and-loop-backed sanding disk on a 6-in. (152mm) faceplate. You can also turn a disk to fit on a
self-centering chuck or screw chuck.SAWSI can’t imagine life without my bandsaw, which is in
the background of the photo above right. Set up properly and with the right blades, a bandsaw is
unsurpassed for cutting curves. The only downside is that you cannot begin a cut in the middle
of a wide board: All cuts have to start on the edge because the blade is continuous. For many
home woodworking shops, a 14-in. (356mm) bandsaw makes a good all-around choice. The
size refers to the throat, or distance from the upper wheel support to the blade. Most 14-in.



bandsaws can cut a block of wood up to 6 in. thick, but they can easily be modified to double
that cutting capacity. When purchasing a bandsaw, I recommend favoring the depth of cut (the
thickness you can cut), over the throat width.HANDY SANDER. Belt/disk sanders like this one
come in many sizes and make it easy to shape and finish a wide range of pieces.SHOPMADE
SANDER. A lathe can easily double as a sander with abrasive attached to a faceplate or turned
disk and a table that fits on the lathe bed.MADE TO MEASURE. Across the top, from left to right:
spring calipers; a shopmade template for sizing beads; two vernier calipers, for measuring inside
or outside diameters; spring dividers. Across the bottom are two rulers, a yellow pencil, and a
spring punch for marking centers.If you need to start a cut in the middle of a board or saw very
intricate curves, you need a scroll saw. Its finer blades mean the cut is narrower than on any
bandsaw, and the curves can be much tighter. The downside is that a scroll saw works best in
material less than 1 in. (25mm) thick, although some can cut twice that thickness. A tablesaw is
useful for accurately cutting spindle blanks and squaring short boards.MEASURING
TOOLSThere’s a lot of measuring involved in making sets of wheels or evenly graduated rings.
You’ll want to have several pairs of dividers and calipers along with a ruler or two. The photo
above shows some essential measuring devices.CHAPTER3WOOD & PREPARING BLANKSAll
wood needs to be dried before it becomes reasonably stable. Even then, wood can still shrink or
swell slightly with changes in humidity. That’s why doors jam in some seasons and not in others.
Most of the components for the projects in this book need to be made from well-seasoned wood
that is reasonably clear of loose knots and free of splits. This chapter gives you an overview of
where to find wood and what to look for when selecting material for these projects. Finally, I offer
some advice on grain alignment and preparing blanks for turning on the lathe.RAW MATERIAL.
There are many sources of good wood, some of it available absolutely free.OLD BUT GOOD.
You need not limit your choices to new wood. You can dismantle old furniture and recycle the
pieces.TREASURE FROM TRASH. It’s a good idea to save offcuts and scraps like these. You
never know when they may be useful.Where to Find WoodAT HOME CENTERS AND
LUMBERYARDSPine, fir, or poplar from your local home center or lumberyard will be ideal for
most of the projects in this book. These plain, pale woods are a bit dull to look at, but are ideal
for things like peg dolls, where you don’t want strong growth rings to impinge on your drawings.
You can always stain them any color you like. The wood is also kiln-dried and thus well-
seasoned.This lumber is offered in a limited range of sizes, based on its thickness—nominally 1
in. or 2 in. thick, in widths from 2 in. to 12 in. (50mm to 300mm). If you are new to purchasing
lumber, be prepared for the wood to be smaller than you might expect. A board called a 2×4 (or
2 in. thick by 4 in. wide) might actually measure 1½ in. by 3½ in. (38mm by 90mm). You pay for
the waste, but you’ll have nicely dimensioned material to work with. When you go shopping, take
a tape measure to be sure you get the size you need. Check also that it’s not twisted by looking
along its length.AT HARDWOOD DEALERS AND WOODWORKING RETAILERSFor higher
quality and more decorative woods, try dedicated hardwood dealers or woodworking stores. The
oak, maple, mahogany, cherry, and ash you are likely to find are well known for their stability and



workability and unlikely to warp. Many of these sources also sell exotic tropical hardwoods. Most
of the wood these retailers sell is kiln-dried, but rough rather than planed smooth.IN RECYCLED
FURNITUREFor wood that is well-seasoned and inexpensive, look for furniture in junk shops
and thrift stores that can be knocked apart. A lot of basic furniture was constructed of good-
quality softwood. The endgrain will reveal if it’s real wood. It’s probably covered in thick or
chipped varnish or lacquer and looks pretty unpromising. But there can be treasure under the
grime. For example, the stained and tenoned silky-oak board, center front in the top photo on the
facing page, was formerly part of a drafting table. It is now reincarnated as wands like the one at
left in the photo on p. 80.IN THE SHOPProfessional woodworkers like me accumulate piles of
offcuts that might be useful one day. The boxfuls shown on the facing page were always meant
to be beads, wheels, and little wooden men. It’s worth approaching anyone who works with real
wood just to see what they might want to get rid of.As a professional turner concentrating on
bowls, I used to throw at least a ton of offcuts into the stove each year. But much of that wood
could have been turned into small production items rather than heat. A major advantage of using
up old, odd scraps is that they will be well-seasoned even if they weren’t kiln-dried in the first
place. Air-dried wood is much nicer to use for both workability and dust.FROM
ARBORISTSWherever there are trees, you can pick up logs and limbs from landscape services
or arborists keen to avoid dumping them. You can convert green logs to seasoned boards easily
enough if you have the equipment and space, but the wood needs time to season.The old rule of
thumb for drying wood is a year per inch (25mm) of thickness, plus a year. Remember, too, that
wood shrinks in width but barely at all in length, and that as it dries it will usually warp and twist
as the annular growth rings try to straighten themselves. This is why square-sectioned spindle
blanks can go diamond shaped. When your wood is fully seasoned, further warping shouldn’t be
too much of a problem, although you can never guarantee that wood won’t change with the
humidity of different seasons.STILL USEFUL. Although badly split, the casuarina log at left could
still be cut to produce useful wood for a toy.I failed to mill the casuarina and pistachio logs shown
in the photo on p. 19 when they were green. Even so, I had enough material between the splits
for a set of skittles.What to Look ForThe wood for most of these projects needs to be completely
dry and therefore stable. Green (freshly cut) logs will shrink, warp, and split as they dry and take
three years or more to do so. Although you might be able to cope with the odd split, you don’t
want the wood warping on you if it is meant to become a wheel axle that might jam. Never use
unseasoned wood for any component that needs to remain stable. Where stability isn’t an issue,
as when making beads, a bit of grain collapse can add texture and character. Even then, it is
prudent not to use wood within six months of its being cut, because it is too likely to split.If you
can score wood with your thumbnail, it’s probably best avoided for being too soft and easily
damaged by a marauding 2-year-old. For thin components, plywood is often a better option than
solid wood. Be sure it’s good quality, with edges that can be sanded smooth and not subject to
splintering thereafter. You can test a finished piece by knocking it against a hard surface or even
gnawing at it with a pair of pliers. If it copes with that, chances are a toddler’s chewing won’t



achieve much. Finishing plywood with epoxy is another option that toughens the surface. Edges
should be rounded.Small kids love color, so if you’re going to use stains, dyes, or paint, consider
using drab woods like poplar, alder, or pine, which are inexpensive as well as easy to work and
finish.Short and less-than-perfect boards are usually less expensive than their larger, top-grade
counterparts. Most of the components you’ll be turning require small blanks, so it’s possible to
get really good value from these boards because you can cut around the defects.STRENGTH
TEST. Bending a thin piece sawn from the end of a board will reveal any hidden splits that will
weaken the wood.Preparing BlanksHow the grain lies within a component is very important for
the strength of that component. The sliver of endgrain shown in the photo on the facing page will
break easily because the grain runs vertically between the two faces. A stick is difficult to break
because the grain runs the length of the stick. That may seem blindingly obvious, but I frequently
encounter woodworkers who seem to have forgotten this basic woodworking tenet. Anything
long and stick-like needs to have the grain parallel to its longest sides, like the blanks shown
above right. Disks for cross-grain or facework are cut from boards like those below right. Ideally,
disks for facework should be flattened on one face so that the wood sits firmly against a screw
chuck.The roughest lump of wood is soon turned round on a lathe, so for completely round
components like wands or wheels, nicely squared and planed blanks are not essential. However,
you do want squared ends on spindle blanks held with a spur drive.There is one exception,
however. If you’re making a project that incorporates holes for axles and people, it’s best to drill
those holes before you turn the blank. For accurate drilling, it’s essential to begin with squared
blanks that have parallel sides. I have a basic jointer/planer; with any blank more than a foot
long, I joint it and then run it through the planer until both faces are smooth. I don’t worry too
much about retaining a random, or live, edge, but I do take thicknessed boards to my tablesaw
or bandsaw and cut one side square to the parallel faces.
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Prof Faraday, “Well organized photos and text from one expert.. The audience are intermediate
to expert turners who are comfortable wielding a small skew and spindle gouge. The breadth of
"toys" includes wooden spheres, rings, cups, wands, rattles, tops, goblets, sectional poles,
butter-knives, nested cylindrical bowls, and small wheeled vehicles to hold small turned figures
(about 2½" or 65 mm tall). Ideally the turner would have access to a bandsaw, drill-press, and a
4-jaw scroll chuck. Necessary turning tools are only four; ½" spindle gouge, 3/4" skew, 3/4"
square scraper, and parting tool. In addition to showing how to convert pieces of cut trees into
turnable blanks, a very useful chapter has 13 pp about designing and making many sizes and
types of wheels. The author gives many tips for safety, efficiency, grinding, and toy-durability:
"remember that if you want an object tested to destruction, children are up to the task."”

Marty3, “Practicle Toys Beginning To Expert Turners. I liked the general design and general
information at the beginning of the book that is very useful to beginning turners. There is a good
ratio of text to pictures, making it easy to understand what needs to be done to make the to;,
while at the same time, giving the reader enough design license to add his/her own unique
features to the toy. I used the book as a guide for making some holiday toys to give away.”

Howard M. Eckstein, “An essential guide for the big kid would like to make safe toys for others or
himself. Mr. Raffan's book is meticulosly written. He provides clear succint instriuction. Satety is
is stressed in lathe operation and creating toys that do not present choking hazzards.As a
general pedicitrician ,I need my hands and sight intact to work. Further, I must first do no harm
to thechildren I take care of. I purchased this book to create age appropriate safe toys."Turning
Toys" instructions are clear and images are excellent. The project selection is good, but ,does
not offer as many projects as I would have liked. for older children:. I would have appreciated an
emphasis onkinetic or spining toys, especially thrown tops: "Duncan " type,of various
sizes,hollow centured, tops that flipover when spun, ones with hollow centers., creating ones
which from multiple hardwoods. .A section forturning dazzling yo-yos would have been great.
These were the rugged toys from my childhood Mr. Raffan 's toy plans are selected to allow
progressive skill development. I suggest reading the entire book, (with careful emphasis on the
illustrations) and completing all the projects as well.as well. This would provide the skills and
criterion to create design and create safe new toys. Animprovement for future issues or an
addendum to this one would be oneline accessto a video to use with the text. Finally a web site
for students of this  book to show their creations would be very nice”

Robert Youngquist, “Useful instructions. Our woodworking club makes toys for distribution to
children's service agencies at Christmas and I was looking for new suggestions. In addition,
there are several that I am sure my grandsons will enjoy. The text is clearly written and the
illustrations are clear. Expert turners may find the text simplistic but beginner and intermediate



turners such as myself will learn several techniques.”

Terry McCammon, “Richard Raffan did it again. Turners know that Raffan's books are clear,
complete, well written and very well worth the money. This new book falls in the tradition. All of
the projects shown are interesting, complete and carefully presented with good pictures that are
well explained in the text. I believe I have every book he has written and have seen him
demonstrate twice so arguably am a bit of a junky.”

Davant, “l especially liked the magic wands.. Excellent instructions for turning juvenile toys.”

William Straff, “Great if you intend to get into toy making. Grandchild on the way and as usual
Richard Raffin has presented everything you need to know carefully and clearly. Great if you
intend to get into toy making.”

Ebook Library Reader, “great book!. This was a gift for my friend who turns wood.  She loved it!”

edzinspain247, “I am really happy with the results and look forward to learning more .... Arrived
on time,and now that I have been able to attempt one of the projects on the lathe,I look forward
to continuing with the other projects.I have now made eight of the racing cars for my grandsons
improving all the time utilizing the off centre turning required for this toy.I am really happy with the
results and look forward to learning more from this book. Really pleased with it.”

phcycle, “and the pictures give a good idea of proportions. Full of techniques and ideas, this
book is not designed to be slavishly followed (ie Overall dimensions are suggested, and the
pictures give a good idea of proportions, without constraining one to hunt for an exact piece of
timber.). It is a good book to browse and let the inspiration come to you. Highly recommended.”

Steve, “Excellent guude to making some simple but fun toys. Excellent guude to making some
simple but fun toys. Would have liked more toys to be shown but at the cover orice not bad value.
The author gives clear directions and the camera shows his tool techniques clearly. A decent
buy for a relative newcomer turner like myself”

David Young, “Would recommend to other novice turners with children/grandchildren or.
Interesting ideas and tips although sometimes I had to read several times to work out exactly
what he was doing. Would recommend to other novice turners with children/grandchildren or, in
my case, great grandchildren.”

Torben Johansen, “Five Stars. raffan is always the best and so are this book too.”

The book by Richard Raffan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 71 people have provided feedback.
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